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Directors 
Present: 

Carla Bates, Ch. 
Rebecca Gagnon 
Kim Ellison 

Staff Present: Emily Puetz, Chief Academic Officer 
Nan Miller, Dir. Policy Development 
Mike Lynch, Director of Teaching and 
Learning 
Ken Simon, Office of College and Career 
Readiness 
Shelly Landry, District Head Counselor 
Ben Tierney, RTI Specialist 
Rick Mills, CEO 
Susan Anderson, Dowling TOSA 

Absent:  Guests: Steve Brandt, Minneapolis Star and 
Tribune 
 

CCAC: (5:30) Lois Hall  
Margaret Richardson 
Ken Saunders 
Brooke Magid-Hart 

    

Agenda 
I. Call to Order, Approval of Agenda, Approval of Minutes from previous 

meeting  
II. Policy Action – 6276 – Curriculum Evaluation 
III. Discussion:  Credit Requirements for Graduation 
IV. Joint meeting with Citizens Curriculum Advisory Council on Response to 

Instruction/ Intervention (RTI) 

 
1. Call to Order, Approval of Agenda, Approval of Minutes   The meeting was called to 

order at 4:40 p.m.   A quorum being present, the meeting continued.  It was determined 

that since a projected presentation was planned for the second half of the meeting, and 

the scheduled room was too sunny at this hour to allow good projection, the meeting 

room was changed to Conference Room S1-433, next door to the noticed space.  M/S/P 

to approve the proposed minutes that had been sent out with the agenda. 

2. Proposed Amendment of Policy 6276- Curriculum Evaluation  Miller asked that the 

Committee pass a resolution regarding the proposed amendment of Policy 6276 – 

Curriculum Evaluation, which had been tabled at the August meeting due to time 

constraints for consideration at this meeting.  Chief Puetz noted that the district is 

moving away from large materials adoption, directing focus on standards based 
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instruction and making sure that teachers have the learning materials necessary to teach 

the standards.  The proposed policy is a large departure from the existing policy, 

including such things as a schedule of regular reviews of curriculum in content areas 

according to a cyclical schedule.   Directors expressed concerns about the reporting 

requirements included in the proposed policy, asking what those reports would look like.  

They also noted that there is some confusion about the use of the term “curriculum” as 

being inclusive of but greater than just “textbooks” or written materials.  They asked 

also about what curriculum support programs were.   Asking for more clarity on what 

reports would contain and how the term “curriculum” would be interpreted, the policy 

was tabled pending additional development.   Director Bates also asked Miller to develop 

a schedule of reports to the board required by policies.  Miller said she would provide the 

list. 

 
3. Discussion of High School Credit Requirements Proposed Revision.   Director Bates 

noted that the discussion of this topic was continued from the previous month’s 

meeting.  She reiterated her understanding that the proposal was to add a year credit of 

mathematics, reduce the social studies credits by 0.5 year, and reduce 0.5 year credits 

from both Physical Education and Health.   Ken Simon provided a chart showing the 

current status, the proposed status and the status if only an additional year of math was 

required, without the reductions in other disciplines.   He stated that one of the primary 

inspirations for the suggestion of revisions was the feeling that health topics were being 

taught too late in student’s development, and should more properly be taught during 

middle school.  The addition of the math credit is to move toward meeting most college 

entry requirements.    Director Bates noted that the board members present were in 

consensus approving the concept of moving the instruction of health standards into 

lower grades than high school grades and around the addition of the math requirement 

for graduation.  She said that there was no similar consensus of support for reduction of 

the Physical Education requirements.  Director Gagnon mentioned a concern about 

keeping high school students physically active, particularly those who are not involved in 

competitive athletic opportunities at the school.   She asked about the possibility of 

waiving requirements.   Landry described that until five or six years ago waivers of the 

physical education requirement were allowed.  However, since Physical Education 

standards had been adopted that deemphasized sports and emphasized life-long fitness 

(resulting in changes to course names to Fitness for Life I & II).  The District at that time 
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did not believe that competitive sports actually met the standards for these courses.  

This was also the time at which the online offering of Physical Education credits became 

available.  Director Bates asked if there could not be more flexibility and creativity 

around meeting both needs – meeting standards and increasing physical activity.  Simon 

stated that it was possible that a “streamlined” online course might be designed to meet 

those standards not met by participation in a sport, and combined with a partial waiver 

of credit for participation.    Lynch suggested that they might consider moving some PE 

standards into middle grades, but Directors Gagnon and Bates felt that it was more 

developmentally sound to introduce those standards to older students.  Director Gagnon 

asked what the plan was for possibly adding science credits to more closely reflect many 

college entry requirements.  Chief Puetz replied that we had also not discussed World 

Language requirements, which are also required by many colleges for entry 

requirements.  She said that the plan was to add math at this time, but still allow 

sufficient flexibility in elective choices so that students could meet those entry 

requirements or other student needs.   Director Bates asked that a detailed plan be 

presented for each changes suggested answering why the change, what would happen 

with things reduced (where would standards instruction go?), and how the changes 

address the mission statement of college and career ready.  Gagnon noted that many 

schools are moving toward a 7 period day that will increase access to courses.    Timing of 

the proposed changes was discussed.  If the changes are to affect the incoming ninth 

grade class in Fall 2013, the course catalogs available for student scheduling and planning 

need to be changed.  These are usually prepared in the late fall (November).  In order for 

the Board to make a decision, the proposed policy change would have to become 

effective by the end of October.  Bates suggested that a board study session be 

scheduled for late September, early October to discuss the proposal prior to the first 

October board meeting.   

4. Joint Meeting:   At 5:27 members of the Community Curriculum Advisory Committee 

joined the meeting for a joint meeting to learn about Response to 

Instruction/Intervention (RTI).   Chief Puetz and Lynch introduced Ben Tierney, newly 

hired RTI lead staff.  Lynch gave a presentation regarding RTI in MPS.  Historically, MPS 

was instrumental in developing and leading in several of the components of what has 

become known as RTI nationally.  RTI is a general education strategy designed to assure 

adequate academic progress for most students, reducing unnecessary referrals to 

special education, and reducing the gender inequity in special education referrals.   This 
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work is currently happening inconsistently across the district, with some schools with 

good implementation, others not yet started, and all along the spectrum.  Central office 

response is to use this academic year to plan for full district implementation and 

necessary training while supporting those schools that are currently in process already.   

CEO Mills noted that the percentage of MPS students identified for special education 

services has grown from 15% in 2007 to 19% in 2012.  The state average is 14%.  If this 

general education strategy is implemented with integrity, the number of students 

referred should be reduced, and the number of student identified as needing services 

should also be reduced, creating a savings for the district in the cross subsidy required to 

support special education services.  These funds could be redirected to support general 

education needs.  The RTI “pyramid” of three levels of intervention was discussed.  Chief 

Puetz noted that the largest level which assures adequate instruction for most students 

is Focused Instruction.  Getting Focused Instruction launched and in process was 

instrumental in moving forward with RTI planning this year.   Susan Anderson, TOSA at 

Dowling was present to discuss her previous experience at Loring Elementary.  Loring 

had instituted RTI several years ago, and its building of the system there had resulted in 

improvements in both student and teacher learning.  She said that she was introducing 

and leading the same development at Dowling.   Data evaluation, time for planning and 

learning,  instructional leadership, principal buy in and effective professional learning 

communities (PLCs) were essential elements among others that she identified as 

absolutely essential to success.  CEO Mills noted that instructional leadership and RTI are 

projects in the PMOC (Project Management Oversight Committee) process this academic 

year assuring that adequate attention is given to the projects.   

Lynch noted that there are few examples of district-wide implementations of RTI across 

the country, but gave examples from Los Angeles and others.  Evidence from these 

implementations demonstrated that there were not only improvements in reading and 

math proficiency in students, but reductions in behavior issues.  Anderson noted that at 

Loring, when RTI was implemented with integrity, behavior referrals disappeared during 

the time that students were receiving secondary and tertiary levels of academic 

intervention.   CEO Mills noted that PBIS (Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports) 

and RTI work in an integrated way to improve teaching and learning which results in 

fewer behavior referrals.   Margaret Richardson of the CCAC asked about how RTI works 

in a secondary setting?  Lynch replied that it works differently in high schools, but that it 

does work there.  Lois Hall asked where special education and IEPs (Individual Education 
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Programs) fit into the systems, and how does family engagement affect the ability of the 

school to be successful in meeting academic goals for students.  She worried that 

capacity of some parents to be adequately involved would cause incomplete or unequal 

implementation of RTI.  She also asked if the District were investigating Elementary AVID 

programs.  Puetz, Simon and Lynch and Brooke Magid-Hart all noted that parental 

involvement was important all along the process.  IEPs would only come into play when a 

student had the opportunity for both secondary and tertiary supports and was still 

experiencing problems.  Referrals for special education assessments would then be 

requested, and parent permissions and involvement at that point become required.  Mills 

noted that he was unaware that AVID had an elementary component; but that perhaps 

the implementation of AVID in a K-8 school was being seen as elementary (it is offered in 

the middle grades programs at K-8 schools in MPS).  Directors asked what the barriers to 

successful implementation were.   Puetz noted that the district had invited Judy Elliot 

from LA United Schools to come and discuss their partial implementation.  She described 

the problems as all being systems- change related, and not related to the actual plan.   

Anderson noted that at Loring the staff identified one of the issues as time for planning, 

and that it was necessary to “protect the core” instructional areas from other demands 

for student time.  She said the Instructional Leadership Team made the schedule to 

protect teacher time.   Puetz noted that high school interventions are dedicated to 

“protecting the core” as well.  The institution of the 9th grade tracking system – On-Track 

– Off-Track (for graduation) – was meant to identify students in need of intervention.   

Miller noted that a weak point in the elements for implementation was the current 

district policy which gives little direction regarding appropriate academic interventions 

for students.  Puetz noted that part of the planning work this year will address the policy 

needs to support schools and RTI.   Director Bates noted that Tierney will be conducting 

a needs assessment for implementation with integrity across the district.  Lynch noted 

that there will be no “roll out” of RTI in the same way as Focused Instruction; the plan is 

to make sure that schools have the materials, leadership and professional development 

necessary to implement.  Director Bates asked what metrics would be used to measure 

success.  Her concern was that the Board has presently little more than the district 

scorecard to use, and would appreciate having reports on progress towards goals, the 

milestones established and reached.  Chief Puetz and CEO Mills stated that the PMOC 

process was providing this, as well as Quarterly Reporting on schools that is going into 

effect this year. Puetz distributed two policy samples from other districts regarding RTI 
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for information.  She said that the committee will continue the discussion on how board 

policy will support this work.  Tierney noted that his preference for moving forward on 

any project is to be data-driven.  He understands the necessity of giving the board 

members the necessary data from which to make decisions.  

5. Adjournment    The meeting adjourned at 6:45 p.m. 

 
Minutes submitted for approval by:  
Nan Miller, Clerk pro tempore 
September 19, 2012 
 
Next Meeting:  Wednesday, October 17, 2012, Conference Room S1-435, Davis Center, 1250 
Broadway Ave. W., 4:30 – 6:00 p.m.  

Assignments: 
 

Assigned to: Due Date: 

Draft Meeting Minutes and submit to Chair Miller 9/25/2012 

Submit approved minutes for publication Asplund 9/25/2012 

Prepare Schedule for Board Reports Miller 10/17/2012 

Revise Policy 6276 as discussed Puetz/ Miller 10/17/2012 

Schedule Board Study Session on Graduation Requirements 
Revision Recommendation 

Puetz/ Bates 9/30/2012 

Prepared Proposed Graduation Requirements Policy  Miller/ Simon/ 
Puetz 

9/30/2012 

Prepare Agenda for October Meeting and distribute to all 
members and required staff 

Bates & Puetz 5/14/2012 
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